
Quan Lan Impressive

There is a place where the sky to sea, surf and white sand free gentle . Having a place where
the wild and romantic heart could do what any visitor has visited once, "wrote reader Nguyen
Hong Ha.

  

A natural area is generously endowed full sea immense mountains, vast green forests with civil
rights clouds form a picture of fine scenery.

From Hanoi, along Highway 18 through the Bai Chay bridge, take all the territory of Halong City,
the car we went to Van Don island district. On Van Don port, the ships and passenger ships are
tourist bustle to and Lounge. A lovely boat was waiting to take us to Quan Lan island. It was a
beautiful day, after summer showers, and blue sky, golden sunshine and honey is
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Quan Lan Impressive

After nearly three hours, the ship landed Quan Lan island. My first impression is that the island's
wild, catching the wind blew fresh and different space in the noise where the town. Pick up the
car we are doing, transportation on the island. The flying doctor in the office as on the small
road, the roadside is a long strip of sand, white immense labor and non-forest, beaches prawn,
green parrots ngut eye. Then, suddenly, the sea is out right before our eyes, green and clear
with white foam waves hit delete. Waves crashing against the sandy shore as inviting tourists
pour off all those hard to immerse ourselves in the cool waters.

  

Quan Lan has two famous beaches are beautiful beaches and Minh Chau Son Hao. Bai Hao
Son is the door to the wave pool was very loud and long gentle sandy beaches. On the banks of
the forest year-round non-workers rushed fence in the wind. To go to Minh Chau beach to pass
a forest road cross brooch. Forest brooch age a hundred years, is a tree, grows on sand, has
the effect of soil, wind and shade. Sea here in the bay so calm and in the high country can look
to the deep bottom. The gentle rolling waves ripple in the wind flapping tons ashore. We can
say this is one of the beaches and blue water is the most beautiful white sand beaches north.
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